Advanced Matching – Car Parts

**Directions:** Draw a line from words to their definitions.

A) steering wheel

1) a compartment in the back of the car, used for storage

B) accelerator

2) an instrument on the dashboard that steers the car

C) brake

3) cools the engine and disperses heat

D) gear shift

4) provides electricity to start the car

E) battery

5) the pedal used to increase speed

F) muffler

6) houses the steering wheel and instruments – radio, odometer, gas and oil levels, et cetera, in the front of the car

G) speedometer

7) controls the gear in which the car is driving – driving forward/reverse/neutral/2\textsuperscript{nd} or other gear

H) odometer

8) reduces the noise produced by the car

I) dashboard

9) indicates the total miles driven

J) exhaust pipe

10) a shaft on which a wheel rotates

K) spark plugs

11) ignites the gasoline in the engine

L) trunk

12) the pedal used to slow and stop the car

M) axle

13) releases smoke produced by the engine

N) radiator

14) indicates the speed at which one is driving